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 Abstract External reviewers, guest critics, and advising practitioners often call out the ability 
  to develop an appropriate design concept as a marketable design skill, and expect 
  it from our interior design students. To conceptualize their designs, beginning 
  interior design students typically seek inspiration from abstract concepts or images 
  allusive to the project’s focus. Often what follows is a struggle to transfer the  
  desired ideas into actionable spatial patterns. The art-2-space project offers a 
  systematic method for easing this process. It encourages ideation through an 
  exploration of color, shape and form in bi-dimensional images; the manipulation of 
  elements of design to create three-dimensional objects; and the application of 
  derived concepts to three-dimensional space. The project is divided into distinct 
  exercises for artwork analysis, compositional studies, sculptural design, and interior 
  design, progressively integrated into a comprehensive design project. 
.  
 Learning Objectives The art-2-space project aims to develop the ability to see and understand color, 
  shape and form; to get inspiration and impetus from an abstract painting as a point 
  of departure for the study and analysis of color, line, texture, shape and form.  It 
  seeks to encourage synthesizing this analysis into a three-dimensional  
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  representation of observed elements of design, and to translate the three- 
  dimensional representation into a spatial experience creating an interior space, 
  which will demonstrate the emotional content of the three-dimensional piece. 
   
  Overall learning objectives are: 

• To introduce a systematic design process  
• To develop ideation and conceptualization skills 
• To develop skills for transferring inspirational ideas and emotions into 

actionable design patterns 

  Additionally art-2-space contributes to meeting the following Council for Interior 
  Design Accreditation (CIDA) standards (2014):  Standard 4: Design Process,  
  Standard 6: Communication, Standard 9: Space and Form, and Standard 10: Color 
  and Light. 

• Demonstrate creative thinking and originality through presentation of a 
variety of ideas, approaches, and concepts (4e) 

• Apply a variety of techniques and technologies appropriate to a range of 
purposes and audiences (6a) 

• Express ideas clearly in oral and written communication (6b) 
• Use sketches as a design and communication tool (ideation drawings) (6c) 
• Integrate oral and visual material to present ideas clearly (6f) 
• Apply the theories of two- and three- dimensional design, and spatial 

definition and organization (9a & b) 
• Analyze and discuss spatial definition and organization (9c) 
• Understand and apply color principles and theories (10 a-d) 

 
 Criteria Design development from 2-D to 3-D object to volumetric space expressing the 
  emotional content and design concepts identified in artwork. 
 
 Process The process entails a sequence of activities associated to five distinct exercises, 
  which build up to a comprehensive learning experience. The process starts with 
  Exercise 1: Artwork analysis: context, emotions, and meaning. It focuses on the 
  study of an assigned painting, and comprises research of the painter, painting and 
  the period; compositional analysis; emotional response to the original painting in 
  the museum; and identification of a design concept that includes emotional  
  content. The exercise aims to foster critical observation of artwork and its elicited 
  emotional reaction, and to introduce concepts related to design composition. 
 

The process continues with Exercise 2 Artwork analysis: color, line and form, which 
addresses proportionate color separation as well as the study of lines, shapes, and 
forms. This exercise entails conducting a comprehensive examination of bi-
dimensional artwork and results in a color separation chart, and line and form 
explorations derived from the assigned painting.  It is followed by Exercise 3: 
Compositional studies, which builds upon Exercise 2 through manipulation, 
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distortion, composition, and recombination of the previously derived shapes and 
forms as 2-D and 3-D compositions. It culminates with the creation of study models 
of selected 3-D compositions.  
 
The next phase of the project is Exercise 4: Sculptural design. It centers on 
selection of the best 3-D form to be constructed as a ‘sculptural piece’ with 
materials applied expressing the emotional content stated in the concept. The final 
stage, Exercise 5: Interior design requires designing a space for a given function 
and utilizing the emotional content, colors and the spirit of the original abstract 
painting, distilled via the sculptural piece. Exercises 4 and 5 foster learning how to 
translate design composition patterns—the combination of elements and principles 
of design, and their relationships—from 2-D to 3-D and thence to spatial design. 
The final deliverable is a scale model of the space. 
 
A detailed description of the different activities associated with each exercise is 
available in the attached Detailed Instructor Guidance. 

 
 Presentation Method  Comprehensive presentation combining 2-D and 3-D deliverables. These include 

integrated project boards that include ideation images and text, final design 
representation drawings, and select process work; study and final sculptural object 
models; and scale model of interior space. Additionally, process work toward this 
project is captured in a Process Book. It includes the documentation of research, 
concept, study of color, 2D and 3D shapes, forms, photos of study models and the 
‘sculpture’, volumetric design of the given space based on the emotional content of 
the sculptural piece with orthographic drawings, renderings and photographs of the 
model of the designed space. 

 
 Evaluation This is a complex, comprehensive project that admits customization based on the 
  curricular model and resources available to each program, and as such, evaluation 
  is left to the discretion of the faculty. However, the following general criteria may 
  apply:  
 

Ideation—quality of the predesign research, quality and quantity of exploration, 
and ability to identify and formulate design concepts.  
 
Design—ability to translate design concepts to design, quality of design 
composition, attention to functional and human factor requirements.  
  
Representation—quality of visual representation, quality of 3-D models, overall 
craftsmanship, and graphic and verbal presentation   

 
 Credits  art-2-space was originally conceived by Cigdem T. Akkurt and developed with 
  Maruja Torres-Antonini at Iowa State University. It has been adopted at Iowa State 
  University, the University of Florida, and the University of North Carolina- 
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  Greensboro over the past twelve years. art-2-space has been refined and  
  enhanced thanks to the thoughtful and generous contribution of the many  
  colleagues with whom we have taught it, and the enthusiastic work of our very 
  gifted students.  We recognize and celebrate their contribution to this project. 
 
 References Art museum websites  
  Literature on the artists and art periods/schools featured in your artwork selection 
 

Ching, Francis D. K. (2014) Architecture: Form, Space, and Order. New York, NY: 
John Wiley.  Paperback 4th Edition   ISBN: 978-111874508-3 

Ching, Francis D. K. (2012) Interior Design Illustrated. New York, NY: John Wiley.  
Paperback 2nd Edition   ISBN: 978-1118090718 

Fullmer, Donna Lynne. (2012) Design Basics.  Studio Companion Series, Book 1. 
New York, NY: Fairchild. ISGN: 978-1609010928 

Fullmer, Donna Lynne. (2012) Drafting Basics.  Studio Companion Series, Book 2. 
New York, NY: Fairchild. ISBN: 978-1609010959 

Fullmer, Donna Lynne. (2012) 3D Design Basics.  Studio Companion Series, Book 3. 
New York, NY: Fairchild. ISBN: 978-1609010980 

Fullmer, Donna Lynne. (2014) Presentation Basics.  Studio Companion Series, Book 
4. New York, NY: Fairchild. ISBN: 978-1609011017 

Kobayashi, Shigenobu. (1984) A Book of Colors. Tokyo, Japan: Kodansha 
International. ISBN: 0-87011-800-5 

Rengel, Roberto J. (2014) Shaping Interior Space. New York, NY: Fairchild. ISBN: 
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art-2-space detailed instructor guidance

exercise 1 Artwork analysis: context, emotions, and meaning
learning objectives  To critically observe artwork and their elicited emotional reaction

 To critically observe artwork display and museum design
 To introduce concepts related to design composition

instructor guidance  Take students on a visit to your local art museum, where they will view artwork and observe how art is
displayed in a gallery setting.

 Prior to the visit, identify a selection of paintings from the museum’s permanent collection. In the next step,
each student will be assigned to work on one painting from this selection, so you want to ensure that images
from those are available from the museum’s website or else from publications. If your local museum does not
offer this feature, you can always select paintings from a major museum’s permanent collection, such as the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, or the National Gallery.

 Direct the students to look for the different artwork you have selected.
 Create a list of questions or criteria to guide student observations. You may ask them to:

o Observe and describe the approach, entrance, circulation and destination spaces sequence
encountered in the museum building.

o Observe and describe the spatial characteristics, surface, daylighting, materiality, furniture; whether
seating is provided and how/where…and the overall sensory experiences offered by the
gallery/museum.

o Observe and describe the framing, background, sequencing, and lighting of artwork; but also how you
it is approached, its adjacencies, the necessary viewing distances required to enjoy the artwork…  Are
paintings displayed like sculptures? What are the differences?

o Observe and consider the artwork theme and meaning; assess their emotional reaction.
o Observe and consider their design composition, color, line, form, texture; how they are framed; how

they are displayed. What organizational patterns are suggested there?
 Ask students to sketch and write about their observations.
 Assign your students to work on specific artwork from the selection. It is recommended to have no more than

2-3 students in the class working on the same painting. This is to ensure variety within a sample, and in turn
allow for discussion of the different ways that the project can be approached, and its different outcomes. For



best results, chose artwork that is as non-figurative as possible. Some students may find it difficult to tease out
design composition patterns from the more figurative artwork.

 Procure color photocopies of the artwork. Assign your students to make a minimum of three 8 ½” X 11” high-
quality, full color photocopies of their painting from the web site or art book, making sure colors are faithfully
reproduced. Students will be required to bring one of the copies of their painting to class. They will retain one
photocopy of their artwork for their process, and another for their final presentation.

 Ask the students to create a written analysis of their assigned artwork, covering:
o Artwork context. Students start by researching their assigned painting, its artist, and the school or

movement and period to which it belongs, so as to develop a wider understanding of art and the social
and intellectual context in which it was produced.  Ask them to write a paragraph about their findings,
and describe how it ‘moves’ them—ask them to record their emotional response to the painting.

o Critical review. Ask students to write a critical review of their painting basing their thoughts on the
elements (shape or form, mass, line, texture, pattern, light, color) and the principles (scale, proportion,
balance, rhythm, emphasis and harmony which includes variety and unity) of design.

o Emotional response. Ask the students to record their emotional response to the painting, and to
capture their thoughts as a paragraph to include as part of their process. Consider what meanings can
be gleaned from this painting. What does it represent?

 Optional. If the original paintings are available for viewing in the museum, ask the students to compare their
color copies against the original. Ask them to annotate on the color, size, texture, how the painting is
contextually displayed in the museum, how the natural or electrical lighting works on the painting, etc. Is there
a difference in their responses between the copy and the original? Ask them to state the difference in their
process book.

criteria  Evidence of critical thinking
 Quality of writing
 Quality of sketching

duration Variable – suggested: one week
deliverables  Annotated sketches. To be kept as process work.

 Color copies. A minimum of three 8 ½” X 11” high-quality, full color photocopies of their assigned painting
synergies  Art history/Design history. The selection of artwork can be associated to the art or design history courses, by

allowing the artwork chosen for the class to reflect different painting movements or schools covered in their
curricula.

 Visual communication. Museum sketches can be associated to concurrent visual communication instruction,
or reinforce acquired visual communication skills.



 English. The assignment can be associated to General Education requirements for writing composition.
resources  Art museum websites

 Literature on the artists and art periods/schools featured in your artwork selection
 F.D.K. Ching’s Architecture, Form, Space and Order or Interior Design Illustrated are excellent sources for

complementary readings.

exercise 2 Artwork analysis: color, line and form
learning objectives  To conduct a comprehensive examination of bi-dimensional artwork

 To introduce strategies for compositional analysis
 To critically identify and assess color in an image
 To critically identify and assess elements of design in an image

instructor guidance  Compositional Analysis. Ask the students to produce a compositional analysis of the painting—color and color
combinations; lines and shapes created in the composition; proportions, texture, shades, and other design
elements present in their assigned painting.

o Work done toward this exercise should be documented and kept as process work. It is recommended
that a uniform format (e.g. 11”x17” sheets) be established for all process work, and that students be
asked to keep their process work at hand for reference throughout the duration of the project.

 Color Separation: Ask students to produce a color separation chart where they isolate and demonstrate the
colors used in the painting, and their proportional contribution to the composition. This exercise can help them
develop color awareness.

o Identify color. To achieve this, students can identify and cut out similarly colored areas in a photocopy
of their painting. In many cases the colored areas will not have clear boundaries, so they will have to
use their better judgment to separate the different colors.  Some areas may have a special texture or
pattern; in this case they may want to call them out as separate “colors.”

o Create a color separation chart. This is a bar graph or pie chart used to show the relative percentage
contributed by the different colors in the painting. Students may want to cut the color areas in
smaller pieces for ease of handling.  On a white sheet of heavy paper or card stock, trace bars or
wedges and carefully fill them in with the pieces of each different color (it will be akin to creating a
mosaic).  Glue the color pieces to the bar chart template. Ask them to reflect on their findings; they
may have unexpected findings: are the color proportions shown in the chart as expected at first
glance?

o Assess the color palette. Then, ask students to copy the bars proportionately onto an appropriate
medium using color pencils, markers, pastels, and/or watercolors.  They may use one or more of these



media to achieve the exact hue, tone, and intensity of the colors used in the painting. Finally, ask
students to annotate their findings about color. You may ask: Which hues are present in the painting,
and what is its overall temperature? How saturated are the colors? Is there contrast or complement?
What color schemes are present in the painting? What can be said about their relationships? This
exercise and the observations should be documented and retained as part of their process.

 Line and Shape: Engage students in a line and shape exploration exercise to identify, trace, abstract, modify,
and recombine lines and shapes in a number of different ways. This exercise can help them develop awareness
to the different elements of design, develop creativity, and give them confidence for manipulating line and
shape.

o Analyze the design composition of the painting. Ask students to place a sheet of tracing paper over a
working copy of the painting and identify the principles of design that can be found in its design—
organizational pattern (linear, grid, centralized, radial, clustered); axes of symmetry or balance; focal
points; proportions; etc.  Students should take note of their observations, and keep all process work.

o Identify and analyze lines and forms. Next, students will overlay trace paper on the artwork copy, and
trace as many different lines and shapes as they can identify in the painting. They should group the
lines and shapes that share characteristics, for example: straight lines vs. curved lines, continuous vs.
discontinuous lines, thin vs. thick lines; etc.  Also, regular vs. irregular shapes; geometric vs. curved
shapes; simple vs. complex shapes; etc. The different groups should be labeled accordingly. Students
should try to establish how these groups relate to each other (if at all).  For instance: are figures or
color areas outlined in a certain way?  Are there key shapes (evident or implied) in the painting?  How
do these shapes relate to each other?  Are there proportional relationships? Are there forms within
forms?  Do these shapes repeat, and if so, how? Are there changes in scale?

duration Variable – suggested: 1-2 weeks
deliverables  Color separation chart

 Annotated palette assessment
 Annotated line and form exploration
 Design documentation binder (process work)

criteria  Extent and depth of the color exploration
 Design composition and aesthetics
 Quality of drawing/Craftsmanship

synergies  Color theory. Programs may include color theory in either visual communication, lighting design, or studio
courses. The exercise may tie in with instruction or other exercises related to color theory.

resources  F.D.K. Ching’s Architecture, Form, Space and Order or Interior Design Illustrated are excellent sources for
complementary readings.



 Shigenobu Kobayashi’s A Book of Colors is a useful, easy to use color theory reference.

exercise 3 Compositional studies
learning objectives  To transfer design principles from two- to three-dimension compositions

 To manipulate form and surface properties
 To create three-dimensional compositions

instructor guidance  2-D shape compositions. Students are directed to create 2-D shape compositions that translate their color and
line explorations from their assigned artwork. They will do so by manipulating, recombining, multiplying,
hybridizing, distorting, regrouping, etc. the original lines and shapes discovered and separated from the
painting.

o Establish a minimum number of different compositions. Developing six to twelve compositions allows
them to explore a range of possibilities. Ask them to document this exploration and keep as part of the
process.

 3-D volumetric compositions. Ask students to draw the manipulated shapes as colored 3-D compositions.
Encourage them to be creative and not be limited to just extruding the shapes—giving depth to the shapes
along one direction. They should apply colors based on their color separation exercise.

o The resulting 2-D and 3-D compositions should start to reflect the design elements and principles
uncovered by the students in their respective explorations.  There should be a clear transfer from the
compositional and artistic patterns seen in the painting to those being created by the students.

o Help the students refine their 3-D compositions to make the most of the possibilities offered by their
explorations. Ask them to document this exploration and keep as part of the process.

 Volumetric constructs (study or ‘white’ models). Ask students to select a number of forms (or 3-D
compositions) from those created and, using white card stock paper only, build corresponding study models.
Removing color at this point can allow students to better concentrate on working with form and its attributes.

o Request that students attach these models to an 11”x 17” rigid black surface (board). They may wish to
mount them so that they can later be removed for photographing or inclusion in the final presentation
(e.g. use double sided tape, Velcro, etc.).

o In addition to developing your graphic representation and model building skills, this exercise helps you
to develop form awareness and to gain confidence working with three-dimensional form.

 These exercises encourage idea generation and transfer of design elements from two- to three-dimensional
design.

duration Variable – suggested: 1-2 weeks



deliverables  Drawings of 2-D shape compositions
 Drawings of 3-D volumetric compositions
 Volumetric constructs (study or ‘white’ models) from select compositions
 Design documentation binder (process work)

criteria  Extent and depth of the design exploration
 Potential for further development
 Design composition and aesthetics
 Quality of drawing/craftsmanship

synergies  Visual communication skills. Graphic quality and craftsmanship will be important components of the project.
resources -

exercise 4 Sculptural design
learning objectives  To create three-dimensional form

 To manipulate form and surface properties
 To practice making
 To develop model building craftsmanship

instructor guidance  Sculptural piece. Students will develop one study model into a sculptural piece or art object derived from their
own exploration. This is the end product of their exploration; as such it should capture the attributes
identified in their original assigned painting—the different colors, textures, forms, design principles, and their
combination—as translated into 3-D form. It will become a small sculptural piece strongly inspired by the
original painting

o In order to do this they will work with form, texture and material properties to enhance their study
model. The resulting sculptural piece should both represent and celebrate the bi-dimensional elements
and properties found in their assigned painting, and the ideas and emotions it evokes. Students should
be advised to select the study model with the best potential for refinement; to identify suitable
materials to best represent the painting’s attributes; and to use them accordingly in the sculptural
piece. Students should refer back to their color separation chart and exploratory exercises for
consistency.

o The model should be carefully crafted with attention to detail. It is recommended that the scale not
exceed 5”x5”x5” and that it be created from stable materials.



o Students might be advised to think how they may build their sculpture, which materials are more
suitable, and which surface coverings and finishes will be optimal to produce the desired effects.
Found objects often offer unexpected possibilities.

o This exercise allows developing creativity and sensitivity to color, line, texture, and form; synthesize
learning; and refine model building skills.

duration Variable – suggested: 1-2 weeks
deliverables  Sculptural piece

 Design documentation binder (process work)
criteria  Ability to express the elements and principles of design contained in the original painting

 Ability to elicit the same emotions as the original painting
 Design composition and aesthetics
 Craftsmanship

synergies  Model building, fabrication, and shop skills
 Art studio. This exercise may be associated to art studios depending on the materials and fabrication

techniques used by the students
resources  Wood, metal, glass, textile shops as available in your schools: equipment and instructors

 Resource rooms. Material samples often available in interior materials resource rooms can be used in the
making of the sculptures

 Found objects; materials from hobby and craft stores

exercise 5 Interior design
learning objectives  To apply principles and elements of design to the design of interior spaces

 To create an interior design based on a previously established design concept
 To translate the emotional content of artwork to an interior space

instructor guidance  Interior design. This project phase concerns the creation of an architectural space that is evocative of the
original artwork. Students complete translation of ideas identified in the original artwork to an architectural
space.  The painting is conceived as the inspirational image from which a design concept (design elements and
principles, surface characteristics, materials) and emotional expression is drawn. This drives the design of the
interior space.

 Options. A number of different options are possible. Building types recommended for this exercise are art
galleries, non-denominational chapels or meditation spaces, or other space with limited functions. Residential
or live-work spaces with simplified programmatic requirements are also suitable.



o Simplifying function allows focusing the learning on a discrete set of design composition elements,
which can be progressively built upon in succeeding design studio experiences.

 Focal points. You may want to assign them to exhibit in the space their assigned painting, additional works by
the same artist, or works from the same period or school as their assigned painting, and/or a full-scale replica
of their sculpture.

o This should allow application of the observations conducted in the museum environment. It can foster
studio discussions on ideas of emphasis, contrast, focus, and display. It can also prompt discussions
about approach, viewing distance, interaction space, and other environmental behavior concepts.

o Irrespective of the building type selected, it is essential that critiques emphasize transferring the
insights gained in the previous explorations to the design of the interior space. To this end, students
should be guided to express in their space the design principles and emotions they already captured in
their sculpture.

o Consider the impact of line, form, and spatial organization; the surface qualities of color, texture, and
pattern; daylight; and other design principles such as scale, proportion, symmetry and balance, etc.—
How do these criteria play out in a spatial sequence? How do they relate to circulation, human factors,
and the function of the space? How do these design elements and principles combine to result in a
space that carries the emotional content observed in their assigned artwork?

duration Variable – suggested: 2-3 weeks
deliverables  Scale model of interior space

 Optional:
o Floor plans and sections through building
o Design composition diagrams—circulation system, spatial system, axes and proportions, parti, etc.

 Comprehensive presentation boards containing select deliverables from exercises 1-3, plus sculpture piece
 Design documentation binder (process work)

criteria  Expresses the emotional and design concepts identified in the original artwork
 Features clear spatial definition and geometric relationships in the layout; thoughtfully defined and

orchestrated spatial sequence: what the user experiences—when, where, why, and how.
 Considers how the user might move through space: approach, entry, path, nodes.
 Considers how art is enjoyed in the museum—its approach, viewing distance, pausing spaces, relationship to

light sources, etc.
 Addresses overall proportions as well as human scale, including dimensioning of any required steps or ramps

synergies  Model building, fabrication, and shop skills



 Environmental behavior. Understanding the relationship between design and the experience of space can be
introduced in EB courses and reinforced in studio.

resources  F.D.K. Ching’s Architecture, Form, Space and Order or Interior Design Illustrated, and Roberto Rengel’s Shaping
Interior Space provide excellent guidance for the design of interior spaces by students at this level

 Donna Fullmer’s Design Basics series are useful pocket guides for drafting, model making, and visual
presentation



art-2-space
This semester’s project is a time-tested, well-
loved exercise to introduce design students
to the conceptualization of interior spaces
and translation of 2-D ideas into 3-D forms
and space

It has been successfully done by students—
and is currently in use—at our peer
institutions



art-2-space
The project centers on analyzing modern,
abstract, bi-dimensional artwork as a point of
departure for the manipulation of color,
texture, and line, and its eventual translation
into three-dimensional form and space



art-2-space
In the final stage it engages you in designing
a basic interior space that displays and
celebrates this artwork



art-2-space
The progression from art to form entails a
sequence of carefully thought-out steps
culminating in the creation of a small
sculptural piece:

• color analysis

• line analysis

• 3-d study

• sculpture



art-2-space
The final stage entails placing the sculpture
as well as select pieces from the original
artist in a gallery setting

This stage introduces students to
architectural design composition with
emphasis on

• spatial organization

• spatial experience/human factors

• circulation

• focal points/display



example 1



example 2





example 3
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